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ABSTRACT

Biological images acquired from fluorescence microscopy-based

imaging techniques, such as total internal reflection fluorescence

microscopy, generally contain hundreds of subcellular components,

appearing in the images as bright spots. Therefore, the first step

of analysis of these images usually involves the detection of these

bright spots. In this paper, we propose a new approach for spot

detection using the h-dome transform along with an adaptive mask

obtained from regional information. Moreover, local gradient infor-

mation is used in order to distinguish the spots from other structures.

To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we test it on synthetic

images and also real TIRFM images and compare our results with

those of two recent methods.

Index Terms— Spot detection, gray-scale morphology, h-

dome transform, TIRFM

1. INTRODUCTION

Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) is

an imaging technique that enables the selective excitation of

fluorophores in a thin layer very close to a glass/water inter-

face. This selective excitation characteristic of TIRFM has

made it a powerful tool in cell biology applications where

cells (aqueous) can be grown on glass. One of the most useful

applications of TIRFM in cell biology is to visualize secretory

granules and characterize their properties close to the basal

plasma membrane at this interface. Exocytosis is a cellular

process that functions to deliver cargo on secretory vesicles

into or through the plasma membrane. This process involves

a number of tightly regulated steps including transport, at-

tachment, and fusion. In each step, vesicles exhibit a differ-

ent dynamic behavior, which can be identified using TIRFM

sequences [1].

Since vesicles are labeled with fluorescent fusion protein

constructs, i.e. green fluorescent protein (GFP) [1], they are
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seen in the images as hundreds of small bright spots, which

may appear or disappear and be static or dynamic over the

frames. Moreover, due to limitations in the image acquisi-

tion process, the images are contaminated with a high level

of noise. Therefore, manual detection and analysis of these

spots for biologists are tedious and susceptible to error.

With the aim of automatic analysis of the exocytotic pro-

cess using TIRFM sequences, several methods are proposed

in the literature. However, to our knowledge, no existing

method analyzes all steps of exocytosis and the previous re-

search mostly focuses on identifying [2, 3, 4] or statistically

evaluating fusion events [5]. The main purpose of this re-

search is to propose an automatic method for analyzing the

behavior of vesicles in all steps of exocytosis.

The very first stage of this analysis generally deals with

the detection of the bright spots in each image sequence. The

proposed method should be able robustly to detect the bright

spots in an inhomogeneous background with very low signal-

to-noise ratio(SNR). In this paper, we consider methods sim-

ilar to those suggested for detecting bright spots in fluores-

cence microscopy images. In [6], the performance of several

recent detection methods applied to fluorescence microscopy

images, are compared. The methods are tested on synthetic

images as well as real images. Of the unsupervised meth-

ods, the detectors called the h-dome based detection (HD) [7]

and the multiscale variance-stabilizing transform (MSVST)

[8] have the best results in both synthetic and real images.

In this paper, we introduce a new approach to the h-dome

transform based on gray-scale morphology. The proposed

method designs an adaptive mask obtained from regional base

information around each maximum. After applying the h-

dome transform using the designed mask, the resulting image

properly enhances the bright spots (objects) while suppress-

ing the background noise. Finally, local gradient information

is used in order to distinguish between the background struc-

tures (clutter) and the objects. To evaluate the performance of

our algorithm, we test our method on the same synthetic data

sets used in [6] and also real TIRFM images and compare our

results with the results of the mentioned methods.
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2. METHOD

According to [7], the spatial intensity profile of the objects of

interest can be properly modeled by a Gaussian distribution

corrupted by high frequency additive noise and background

structures (clutter)(Fig. 1a).

A simple approach to reducing the noise and improving

the image’s SNR is to smooth the image with a Gaussian ker-

nel with variance σ2. To avoid eliminating small objects, the

scale σ must be set by the size of the smallest object. This

smoothing acts as a matched filter and enhances the objects

that are shaped like regional peaked domes [6].

(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Intensity profiles of (a) the original image and (b) the result-

ing image after applying a Gaussian kernel.

However, since the objects are located on an inhomoge-

neous background with various heights (intensities), it is dif-

ficult to extract them from other regional peaks, due to clutter

and noise (Fig. 1b). Therefore, we use a new approach to

the h-dome transformation based on gray-scale morphology

to enhance the objects in the image.

2.1. Dome extraction using an adaptive mask

The h-dome transformation, first introduced by Vincent [9],

is a technique that removes each object with height less than

or equal to h, and decreases the height of the other objects by

h. This method uses the gray-scale reconstruction algorithm

defined as follows:

Dh(I) = I − ρI(I − h), (1)

where the gray-scale reconstruction ρI(M) is attained by it-

erating gray-scale geodesic dilations of mask M inside I un-

til stability is achieved. In the equation (1), the mask M is

chosen as the result of subtracting a constant h from the image

I. Therefore, the heights of the dome structures are decreased

to the amount of h (Fig. 2).

Unfortunately, the result of the described approach is too

sensitive to the value of h. If a small value of h is chosen, all

maximal structures including the objects of interest and other

objects, having heights equal to or more than h, appear with

the same height resulting in a difficulty to distinguish them

(Fig. 2a). In contrast, with a large value of h, several peaks

may be merged and therefore seen as one object, which is an

undesirable result (Fig. 2b). In some cases where the ob-

jects show a significant variation in their intensities and are

located in a very inhomogeneous background, no value for h
can be found such that all objects are enhanced without merg-

ing while maintaining enough differentiation from each other.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. A 1-D presentation of h-dome transform for a (a) small and

(b) large value of the h.

In the HD method, the appropriate value for the constant

h is determined based on the image’s SNR and experimental

results. However, the resulting image still includes many

intersecting regions while the maximum intensity of the

all objects is approximately h [6]. This problem becomes

worse especially when the local SNR of the image noticeably

changes. Therefore, in order to estimate the object positions,

the method is followed by the mean-shift algorithm. Contrary

to the HD method, our proposed method calculates a proper

height for each object based on local information and designs

an adaptive mask instead of I − h. As a result, the method

enhances all objects to their maximum possible height while

avoiding intersection between objects. In order to explain the

method, first, some definitions are required.

Regional Base is the nearest region around each regional

maximum where the rate of decrease of intensities is notice-

ably low. Mathematically, the regional base Br can be defined

as a set of pixels (the nearest pixels) x∗
θ around a regional

maximum Cp within a search area DR where the gradient of

the image I for each angle θ is minimum:

x∗
θ = argmin

x∈DR(θ)

‖∇I(x)‖, (2)

where DR(θ) is a radial line segment with the length of R
starting at Cp and heading in the direction defined by angle θ.

The radius R is set by the user to limit the search area around

each regional maximum and should be bigger than the size of

the biggest object of interest. Therefore, the regional base for

a regional maximum is defined as:
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Br = {x∗
θ|0 ≤ θ < 2π}. (3)

Optimal Base Pixel (OBP) is the pixel Po in the regional base

which has maximum intensity compared to other pixels in this

region. Po = argmax
x∈Br

I(x). (4)

Maximum Possible Height (MPH) Hm is the difference be-

tween the intensity of the regional maximum and the intensity

of its OBP. Hm = I(Cp)− I(Po). (5)

The description above calculates the maximum possible

height for a single regional maximum. Therefore, the first

step of our algorithm is to find the position of all candi-

date points (regional maxima) Cp(i), i = 1 . . . N including

the objects of interest and other objects in the image. To

this end, equation (1) can be used with a small value of h.

Next, the maximum possible height Hm(i) for each Cp(i)
is calculated using the equations (2)-(5). Finally, the adap-

tive mask MA is obtained by making peaks centered at

the positions of regional maxima with intensity equal to

I(Cp(i)) − Hm(i) = I(Po(i)). Applying the h-dome trans-

formation (equation (1)) using this mask appropriately detects

all maximal structures with their maximum possible heights.

Fig. 3. A 1-D presentation of regional maxima, optimal base pixels,

maximum possible heights, adaptive mask and the final enhancement

result.

To decrease the processing time, here, we propose another

scheme which estimates the optimal base pixel without the

requirement to find the regional base. According to the above

definition, the optimal base pixel can be also interpreted as

follows:

1- In the radial line segment DR(θ) starting at Cp, the op-

timal base pixel is the nearest local minimum in the direction

θ. Thus, a set of candidate pixels is obtained for all directions.

2- Compared to all pixels which fulfill the first condition,

the optimal base pixel has the maximum intensity.

Therefore, in order to find this pixel, a growing bound-

ary within the search area DR, for example a circular bound-

ary with increasing radius r (r ≤ R), centered at Cp can be

used. Among all pixels located on the boundary with radius

r, the pixel with the maximum intensity is chosen. The OBP

is the pixel where this value of the maximum intensity is min-

imized with respect to the index r. Since the smoothed image

I does not include sharp changes, using this method, we can

properly estimate the OBP position. This approach can be

also extended for 3D images using a spherical boundary. This

scheme noticeably decreases the processing time compared to

the first proposed method.

2.2. Detection

The enhanced image resulting from the explained method, in-

cludes all maximal structures such as the objects of interest,

noise and background structures. Since the spots (the ob-

jects of interest) in our application are domes having inten-

sities higher than their regional backgrounds, they appear as

high peaked structures in the enhanced image. Therefore, it

is easy to distinguish them from noise structures, which are

small peaks, using thresholding on intensity. However, back-

ground structures can possibly have intensity values as high

as that of the objects of interest. But, their intensities decrease

gradually at a lower rate than those of the spots [7]. There-

fore, the average gradient of each structure can be a suitable

discriminator for distinguishing between the objects and clut-

ter. Finally, the spots can be detected by setting a threshold

on this value.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance of the proposed detection method, the so

called ”maximum possible height-dome” (MPHD), was first

evaluated using the same synthetic data (with ground truth)

used in [6]. In this data, two types of object (round or elon-

gated) are modeled. Each type of object is placed randomly

in the images with different types of background including

uniform background (type A), gradient background (type B),

and non-uniform background (type C) (Fig. 4). In every ex-

periment, 16 synthetic images (each containing 256 objects)

with a very high level of poisson noise (SNR= 2) were used

to compare the result of the proposed method with those of

two described methods (HD and MSVST detectors).

In order to quantitatively assess the performance of the al-

gorithms, the same performance measures reported in [6] are

used in this paper. To this end, the distance between the cen-

ter of each detected object and its corresponding position in

ground truth was calculated. If this distance is less than 4 pix-

els, it is counted as a true positive (TP), otherwise the detected

object is a false positive (FP). The true positive rate (TPR), the

number of true positive divided by the number of objects in

ground truth, and the modified false positive rate (FPR*), the

number of false positive divided by the number of objects in

ground truth, are the performance measures used in this pa-

per. Furthermore, to study the sensitivity of the method to

changes in threshold value, free-response receiver operating

characteristic (FROC) curve is shown in Fig. 5.

In Table 1, the values of TPR at the “optimal” threshold

�∗d (denoted by TPR*) are compared. The optimal threshold

corresponds to the value of TPR for which the FPR*= 0.01.

Moreover, the performance measures ST = −(∂TPR/∂�d)
and SF = −(∂FPR*/∂�d) at �d = �∗d [6] are also reported.

By referring to Table 1 and Fig. 5, it can be inferred that

the performance of detection for the proposed method in all

types of synthetic images is comparable to two other methods.
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Fig. 4. Examples of different types of synthetic images at SNR= 2
and their enhancement results after applying the MPHD method.
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Fig. 5. FROC Curves for the MPHD detector for the synthetic im-

ages at SNR= 2 in the case of round (left) and elongated (right)

objects for varying threshold.

Moreover, one of main advantages of this method is to have

significantly low sensitivity to changes in threshold value as

the performance measures ST and SF are noticeably low.

The described detection methods were also tested on two

different time-lapse TIRFM sequences (Fig. 6). Since the

ground truth was not available for these real data, the results

of the detection were only visually evaluated by expert biolo-

gist for several sequential frames. As expected, the detection

results were almost same for all the methods.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In contrast with the HD method, the MSVST and MPHD

methods enhance the images before the detection step, which

can be helpful in the next steps of TIRF analysis, for exam-

ple vesicle tracking. On the other hand, in order to use the

MSVST method, several noise parameters need to be esti-

mated from the image and if the noise parameters change,

these parameters must be re-estimated [8]. In our applica-

tion, the characteristics of images, such as background in-

tensity and noise level, changes over the sequences. Further

analysis on the sensitivity (not shown in this paper) shows

Image
Methods

Round Objects Elongated Objects
Type TPR* ST SF TPR* ST SF

MSVST .99 .00 .01 .99 .00 .03
A HD .99 .11 .05 .99 .01 .09

MPHD .99 .00 .007 .99 .0002 .003
MSVST .99 .00 .02 .99 .00 .02

B HD .97 .22 .05 .99 .01 .09
MPHD .97 .01 .007 .99 .007 .007
MSVST .93 .03 .01 .96 .02 .01

C HD .90 .21 .05 .97 .16 .05
MPHD .94 .01 .003 .95 .005 .008

Table 1. Optimal performance measures of the MSVST, HD, and

MPHD detectors for synthetic images at SNR= 2.

Fig. 6. Examples of two inverted real TIRFM images (left column)

with their inverted enhancement results (right column) after applying

the MPHD method.

that the result of MPHD method is largely insensitive to the

slight changes in the parameters, including R and h. Thus,

this method having the lowest sensitivity to changes in values

of the parameters, is preferred for our future analysis.
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